SUMMARY In this paper, the problem of lifetime extension of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with redundant sensor nodes deployed in 3D vegetation-covered fields is modeled, which includes building communication models, network model and energy model. Generally, such a problem cannot be solved by a conventional method directly. Here we propose an Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) based optimal grouping algorithm (ABC-OG) to solve it. The main contribution of the algorithm is to find the optimal number of feasible subsets (FSs) of WSN and assign them to work in rotation. It is verified that reasonably grouping sensors into FSs can average the network energy consumption and prolong the lifetime of the network. In order to further verify the effectiveness of ABC-OG, two other algorithms are included for comparison. The experimental results show that the proposed ABC-OG algorithm provides better optimization performance.
Introduction
Recent years, WSNs had been put forward and emerged as one of the most promising technologies. They have been applied to a variety of applications [1] , while this approach focuses on the applications of monitoring vegetation-covered environments, which are three-dimensional (3D) spaces, covered with a large amount of vegetation, with some areas of water, hazardous and hostile that people can not enter. The sensors used to monitor this terrain are generally deployed by aircraft flying over the surface. Due to sensors are powered by batteries with limited power and not easily changed or replaced, a WSN should be deployed with high density while redundancy can be exploited to cover the monitored area and maintain network connectivity. Hence, it is vital that some necessary strategies should be used to assign sensors to work in rotation (i.e. Some sensors are working while some are sleeping.) to maximize the network lifetime.
There are several works studying how to prolong the network lifetime under certain special conditions. Some research considered to prolong the network lifetime via finding the maximum number of disjoint connected covers [2] - [4] . While, the cover sets in [5] were multiple overlapped backbones formed by a sleep-scheduling scheme. Although these work paid a lot of attention to the lifetime extension of WSNs, as far as we know, there is no research on prolonging lifetime and maintaining the connectivity of the network in 3D vegetation-covered fields. In this case, the problem that how to reasonably assign redundant sensors to work in rotation to prolong the lifetime and keep the connectivity of the WSN in 3D vegetation-covered fields arose in this work. Generally, such a problem cannot be solved by conventional method directly. Thus, this paper proposes an ABC-based algorithm, namely ABC-OG, to solve it. ABC is a popular metaheuristic algorithm, which shows good performances on a wide variety of engineering problems [6] . ABC-OG is applied to find the optimal number of FSs of WSN for averaging the network energy consumption, prolonging the lifetime of the network and maintaining the network connectivity. Then, simulation experiments were conducted. Experimental results validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm.
Preliminaries and Problem Statement

Terrain Model and Communication Models
In this approach, the WSN is deployed on a simulated terrain (see Fig. 1(a) ), which is a surface with vegetation (The average height is less than 1 meter) and area of water (The depth is less than 2 meters). In practice, there are some similar areas such as hilly areas covered by even vegetation or some low mountain areas without rivers and lakes. Due to the rain or some other factors, some areas have some accumulated water. The terrain model is coded by Matlab and mainly generated based on linear interpolation of threedimensional Perlin noise along the Z − axis. With the complex environmental conditions, sensors assumed waterproof can be randomly buried by vegetation or sunk into the waters. As a result, the wireless communication among sensors is severely affected. To mimic the impacts of environment on network connectivity, four types of specific channels are The following channel analysis is based on the previous analysis on the wireless channel characteristics in literature [7] - [12] .
is the signal loss of a vegetation (water) path of length d, then
where δ is the attenuation constant , and σ is the phase shifting constant . The values of δ and σ depend on the dielectric properties of transmission medium:
where f is the operating frequency, µ is the magnetic permeability, e ′ and e ′′ are the real and imaginary parts of the relative dielectric constant of the transmission medium.
Under the multi-channel effect, the path loss of the VV channel or WW channel (see Fig. 1 (b)) are reduced as:
where A and ℵ are the amplitude and phase angle of the reflection coefficient at the reflection point, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, ∆d is the difference of the two paths. The path loss of the VW channel L VW consists of three parts: L VV , L WW and the refraction loss from vegetation to water L RF VW :
Similarly, the path loss of the WV channel L WV is:
L RF VW and L RF WV (see Fig. 1 (c)) are derived as:
The transmitting power of the sensor is set as P tx (P tx ∈ [P min , P max ]). The transmitting and receiving antenna gains are G tx and G rx , respectively. The sensor can adjust the transmitting power according to neighbor's position. Then the sensor at distance d receives P rx (d):
The corresponding transmission range R can be calculated: 
Network Model
The network is composed of three types of devices: one base station (BS), four relay nodes (RNs) and some sensors (SNs). Since RNs have good network energy balance capability [13] , it is preliminarily considered to be added to share the communication burden on the SNs near BS so as to mitigate the impact of the biased energy consumption rate phenomenon [14] of traditional WSNs and prevent the network from being paralyzed prematurely. Only SNs are powered by batteries and the reminders have unlimited power supply. SNs transmit the data to RNs via multi-hop periodically, starting at time t = 1 ∈ τ (set of time periods, τ = 0, 1, 2, · · · ). RNs transmit the data to BS. The BS is the only connection point of the WSN to the outside. Any two devices can communicate if they meet transmission range calculated by Eq. (11). All SNs are in the same energy charge initially. If an SN runs out of energy, it cannot be linked. For simplicity, it assumes that the coverage area of the sensors can meet the needs this WSN application. For sensors deployment, the 3D sensing field (
) is conducted to a 2D area of size l x × l y by Z − pro jection method which means, in Cartesian coordinates, a point in 3D space is its projection point along the Z − axis on the xOy plane. The projecting plane is meshed into 64 identical square grids, namely G1 subareas. BS is deployed in the network center. RNs are deployed at positions equidistant to the BS. Specifically, four RNs are deployed in the center of four G3 subareas as shown in Fig. 2 . Each G1 subarea then is divided into four G2 subarea (See Fig. 2) . Two junction points in each G2 are selected randomly to deploy sensors. The energy model employed in this investigation took the most energy-consuming task of the packets sending into consideration, and neglected receiving, processing and sensing tasks [15] . 
Problem Formulation
Based on the models built, we choose three sensors from every G1 subarea by some schemes which can satisfy the coverage rate of the G1 subarea where they exist, constituting a global communication subset via communication models. We call this subset Feasible Subset (FS). The FS is generated by the calculation of the server according to some algorithm. The FS actions (such as monitoring, working, sleeping and rotation) are controlled by the base station. The network stop working when the number of alive nodes Na k in any G1 subareas is smaller than three. In other words, the network continues to work until no FS can be generated. This way, the network lifetime lt is defined as
With the definition of the lifetime, we study how to choose sensors from G1 subareas to guarantee global connectivity and maximize the lifetime of the network.
ABC-Based Optimal Grouping Algorithm
In a redundant WSN, if all sensors are in working state during the completely detecting process, the lifetime will be reduced. Thus, we propose ABC-OG to enhance the lifetime and maintain the global network connectivity of WSNs. ABC is a random optimization algorithm based on Swarm Intelligence [6] . Owing to its effectiveness and simplicity, this algorithm has been diffusely employed to settle a large scale of both continuous and discrete optimization problems. The overall processes of ABC-OG are presented as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the parameters: colony size NP, number of food sources S N, solution dimension D, maximal number of iterations MaxCycle, and limit for scout lim.
Step 2: Generate the initial population x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , S N. Each individual contains D FSs. Each FS is generated randomly.
Step 3: Calculate fitness. The procedures of lifetime calculation are that the FSs in one food source work in rotation when at least one sensor node of an FS runs out of energy then the next FS starts to work until the last FS stops working. The fitness is calculated by the follow equation:
Step 4: Memorize the best source which has the maximum fitness value at the present. Let the generation iter = 0.
Step 5: Loop until maximal iteration MaxCycle.
Step 6: Employed bee phase. For each employed bee: Generate new candidate solutions v Calculate fitness. Apply the greedy selection process between x i and v ′′ i . The better one will be saved to x i .
Step 7: Calculate probabilities. For each bee, calculate probability values p i for solutions using the follow equation:
Step 8: Onlooker bee phase. Set t = 0 and i = 1. While t < S N, do: Produce random number r ∈ [0, 1]. If r < p i , then set t = t + 1 and execute the process as given in Step 6.
Set i = i + 1. If i is bigger than S N, then set i = 1. End while.
Step 9: Scout bee phase. Generate the initial food source as described in Step 2.
Step 10: Memorize the best source.
Step 11: iter = iter + 1, turn to Step 5.
Step 12: Algorithm ends.
Numerical Experimentation
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of ABC-OG, another two algorithms are included for comparison. One is random network algorithm (RNA). In RNA, randomly selecting alive sensor nodes make up an FS. FS keeps on working until the energy of one sensor node is exhausted. Then, this process is repeated until the number of alive nodes in any G1 subareas is smaller than three. The other one is ACO-MNCC [2] . The main process of ACO-MNCC is to find the maximum number of disjoint FSs. These disjoint FSs work in rotation until they all stop working. This process is repeated until the number of alive nodes in any G1 is smaller than three. These two algorithms and ABC-OG are used to solve the problem in this approach. Before performing the experiments, all the parameters were configured first. The length l x ,l y and l z of the terrain model are 960m, 960m and 200m, respectively. The total number of sensors is 512. For all active sensor nodes, the duration of one time period is assumed to be 600 seconds. The values of channel parameters are set and listed in Table 1 , which are based on the existing literature [7] , [10] and the experiment. The value of parameters packet length k, data rate r and initial energy of sensor ie in energy model are 250kbps, 128KB and 5J, respectively and [2] for detail parameter settings. We perform 30 independent runs for each algorithm, being 30 runs a widely accepted value to reach statistical conclusions.
As for the algorithm ABC-OG, the number of FSs D every food source represents is a key parameter for the performance of the algorithm. The range of D is set as [1, 10] . We conduct the experiments in terms of different values of D. The result is shown in Fig. 3(a) . It can be seen from the figure that the average lifetime of the network keeps a small value when the value of D is small. This is because fewer sensor nodes are used rationally when the value of D is small. With the increase of the value of D, the average lifetime of the network increases gradually. When the value of D increase, more sensor nodes could be grouped reasonably and the energy consumption is distributed to more different sensors. Then the average lifetime reached its maximum when the value of D is equal to or greater than 8. It is due to the distribution of the key sensor nodes in the WSN reaches a steady state when the value of D is beyond 8. Even building more groups can not further prolong the network life due to the energy exhaustion of the key sensors.
The value of D is designated as 8 in ABC-OG and the process of average lifetime optimization with respect to the iterations of the algorithm is studied. The average lifetime over iteration comparison result of three algorithms RNA, ACO-MNCC and ABC-OG is depicted in Fig. 3(b) . For ABC-OG, the average lifetime of the network increases as the number of iterations increases. However, when the number of iterations reaches and exceeds the value, the average lifetime reaches its maximum. Moreover, a test was run on the optimal solutions with D FSs. After the FSs work in rotation until the last FS stops working, it always could be found the number of alive sensor nodes in a G1 subarea is smaller than 3. This means the network has reached its maximal lifetime. There is no more FSs being generated.
Aimed to further verify the effectiveness of ABC-OG, comparison experiments are conducted among RNA, ACO-MNCC, and ABC-OG. Experimental results are described in Fig. 4 . In this figure, The Fig. 4(a) is the box plot about the lifetime distribution of different algorithms. The Fig. 4(b) is about the numbers of the energy-exhausted sensors distribution with respect to different algorithms. It can be seen that the overall values and the convergence with respect to the lifetime and the energy-exhausted sensors obtained by ABC-OG are the best. ACO-MNCC follows. The last is RNA. In the WSN, there are always some key sensors that carry more communication burden. They are easy to run out of energy. Therefore, they must be reasonably distributed into different groups to prolong the lifetime of the network. RNA tends to make up FSs by randomly select sensor nodes. It may result that many key sensor nodes are kept in the same FS and the network becomes paralyzed early. ACO-MNCC prolongs the lifetime of the network by dividing sensor nodes into maximum disjoint FSs. Although it plays a role on the key sensors grouping, it is possible to divide some key sensors into the same FS. However, ABC-OG optimizes the lifetime by optimal grouping strategy over iterations. The FSs contained in the optimal solution tend to reasonably divide the key sensors into different FSs. In other words, these key sensors can be reasonably assigned to different FSs. Thus, the network lifespan gets a great extension.
For complexity of these algorithms, ABC-OG's is O(D · NP · N G1 ), in which N G1 is the number of G1 subareas; RNA's is O(N G1 ); ACO-MNCC's is O(NP · N G1 ). Although ABC-OG is little more complex than RNA and ACO-MNCC, but it can get better optimization results. And the algorithm complexity reduction will be put in our research plan.
Conclusions
Aimed at prolonging the network lifetime and maintain the global connectivity of the WSN deployed in 3D vegetationcovered fields, this paper builds the communication models, network model and puts forward an ABC-OG algorithm. By finding the reasonable number of FSs based on ABC-OG, the network lifetime gets a great increase. In order to further verify the effectiveness of ABC-OG, RNA and ACO-MNCC are included for comparison. The results of simulation experiments suggest that ABC-OG shows a better performance on average energy consumption and lifetime maximization of the network. In future study, the impact of the number and the location of the relay nodes on the lifetime of WSNs in 3D terrain will be studied in depth and we will explore how to extend the current WSNs applications to various kinds of 3D terrains. Conducting real-world experiments is also in our future research plan.
